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Dear Readers,
here we are with a new interesting issue of IEN Europe. Hannover Messe
just closed its door with much higher-than-expected results. More than
5000 exhibitors from 75 different countries have contributed to the
spread of innovative topics like Industry 4.0, Additive Manufacturing,
Predictive Maintenance and Artificial Intelligence, attracting thousands
of curious visitors. So, another important and long-awaited edition of
Hannover Messe is over, but don’t worry!
IEN Europe May is here to present you another
important annual appointment for the industrial
world, in case you were already suffering from fairs’
Sehnsucht! I am talking about the new edition
of Sensor+Test, the leading forum for sensors,
measuring and testing technologies worldwide.
The 2017 trade fair with its 569 exhibitors from 29
nations imposingly presented the entire spectrum of
measuring and testing system expertise from sensors to computers. You
can find our Sensor+Test Preview from page 12.
If you want to know more about collaborative
robots, read the Exclusive Interview with
Helmut Schmid, General Manager Western
Europe at Universal Robots, who talks about
features, potentialities and applications of the
company’s new lightweight cobots.
Besides our usual coverage of product news, you will also find in this
issue an exclusive article from ABB about retrofitting services and
recycling, a focus on Identification and Vision Systems starting from
page 10 and a Power Supply special from page 18.

Keep following us on www.ien.eu and enjoy your reading!

Cristian Son
Tel: +39 027030631
c.son@tim-europe.com
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www.ien.eu/technical-guidelines/
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The SCHURTER Group can look back on a successful year 2017. The special influences
of currencies around the globe seem to have been forgotten. For the year under review
the SCHURTER Group recorded strong growth of 30.9 % to CHF 259.4 million. The Division Components increased sales by 34.1 % to CHF 172.7 million. The department Solutions made a significant contribution with growth of 26.8 %. Similar news can be reported
from the Division Input Systems. Taking into account the acquisition of AKI ELECTRONIC,
growth of 24.9 % to CHF 86.7 million was also generated here. The two newly acquired Group Companies Burisch Elektronik
Bauteile GmbH, Vienna, Austria and AKI ELECTRONIC spol. s r.o., Jihlava, Czech Republic, gave much pleasure. These companies
were successfully integrated into the SCHURTER Group as of 01.01.2017. Burisch has been the SCHURTER Group’s sales partner in
Austria for over 60 years and, in addition to the sale of SCHURTER products, has other well-known product lines. AKI is a touch panel
manufacturer, which produces especially small and medium sized series for the European market.

VPInstruments Opens 			
a New Office in the UK

ABB helps rescue farms
and villages in India

VPInstruments offers industrial customers easy insight into
energy flows. Its products are recommended by leading energy professionals worldwide and offer the most complete
measurement solution for compressed air flow, gas flow and
electric energy consumption. VPInstruments is now pleased
to announce to have opened a new office in the United
Kingdom. The purpose is to accelerate growth and provide
professional customer support. The UK has many large
manufacturing plants that are substantial compressed air
users. Moreover, many international corporations have their
headquarters in the UK. Opening a new office there, brings
the company closer to both the local market and to international corporations. With the growing awareness for energy
savings, it is a logical step in our strategy to open VPInstruments’ new office in the UK. The VPInstruments UK office is official since the
beginning of this year
and has been launched
into the public at AirTech exhibition, from
10 to 12 April 2018, in
Birmingham, UK. The UK
team will contribute to
the company’s growth
and further strengthen
customer service in the
region.

Years of severe drought have created a water crisis in the
Mahbubnagar region in Telangana, a state in southern India
where half the population of 35 million depends on agriculture to earn a living. The water table had virtually depleted
and the monsoon rains now only last three to four months a
year. The only option for providing adequate water for farming and drinking is to pump it from the Krishna River to a
reservoir nearly 300 meters above. From there, through a
gravity-driven “lift irrigation” system, the water can be channeled through nearly a hundred kilometers of canals to the
parched farms and more than 300 villages that were at risk
of turning to desert. That 12-year-long project, the Mahatma
Gandhi Kalwakurthy Lift Irrigation Scheme (MGKLIS), was recently completed. This was made possible only through considerable feats of civil engineering: industrial-strength water
pumping technology and
electric-power management systems that ABB,
with decades of irrigation
experience in India, provided. Now, the villages
have a dependable supply
of drinking water. Just as
crucially, with the canals and a network of storage tanks irrigating about 137,000 hectares of land, farmers who had
retreated to cities in search of a livelihood, are now returning
to cultivate the soil once again.

industrynews

Successful Year 2017 for SCHURTER Group

Technologies for the Mobility of Tomorrow from Schaeffler
At the 11th Schaeffler Symposium, the automotive and industrial supplier will present a high number of technology innovations to over 400 customers. The range extends from components and system solutions for
optimising powertrains based on internal combustion engines and the electrification of automotive drives
for hybrid vehicles and electric vehicles, through to new vehicle concepts. With the “Schaeffler Mover” and
a cargo variant of the “Bio-Hybrid”, Schaeffler will present specific vehicle concepts for future urban mobility.
Thanks to its wide range of attractive technologies, Schaeffler is making a valuable contribution to shaping
mobility for tomorrow. A very wide range of products is therefore being presented to specialist visitors during
the ‘Schaeffler Symposium’ and the combined technology show. This includes world firsts, such as dedicated
hybrid transmissions - customised transmissions for hybrid vehicles - or the “Schaeffler Mover”, the world’s
first technology platform for robo-taxis and urban transport vehicles. Thanks to electric wheel hub drives,
90-degree steering system, and a modular design, this compact, flexible and freely scalable platform is suitable for a range of different mobility solutions in urban areas.
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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exclusive interview

A Unique Ecosystem of Robots
Helmut Schmid, General Manager Western Europe at Universal Robots,
talks about features, potentialities and applications of the company‘s new
lightweight collaborative robots
IEN Europe: Could you please give us a short introduction to your
product portfolio?
H. Schmid: Universal Robots manufactures lightweight collaborative robots in three different sizes. The UR3, UR5 and UR10 are each
named after their load capacity in kilograms and, as easy-to-program, flexible and economical robots, they are the ideal solution for
automation, particularly in small and medium-sized companies. After
a successful risk assessment has been concluded, the UR products
guarantee safe cooperation between people and machines without
or with only minimum protective enclosure. They are therefore perfectly suited for human-robot collaboration (HRC). In particular, they
feature a simple setup that does not require any prior programming
knowledge.
IEN Europe: What do potential customers have to do to get operational devices for their applications? For example, where can they
obtain grippers or sensors?
H. Schmid: In addition to the three collaborative robot arms, UR offers
Universal Robots+, a unique ecosystem. UR tests all of the products
available there, such as grippers, sensors, cameras, and software, which

Helmut Schmid, General Manager Western Europe at Universal
Robots

have been specially designed for use with UR robots. This guarantees
an uncomplicated setup, reliable operation, smooth user guidance and
simple programming for the complete applications. The Universal Robots+ virtual showroom presents more than 60 peripheral products
for a wide range of requirements. The result is seamless, smooth and
low-risk integration of every possible application.

Robots UR10 and UR5

IEN Europe: What support is available for customers who are implementing new projects that call for the robots to take on new
functions?
H. Schmid: Universal Robots works with a certified partner network that provides all customers with nearby contacts for technical
support and integration. These partners receive training on a regular
n ° 5 - M AY 2 0 1 8
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Universal Robots Series UR3, UR5 and UR10

basis and can consequently offer customers the best possible support when implementing their projects. At Universal Robots (Germany) GmbH in Munich we also offer training courses and technical
support for end users as second level support.
In addition, the UR+ products are designed for simple use with Plugand-Play methods. This reduces the development and integration
effort so that customers can carry out many functional changes without much support from a partner. Thanks to the intuitive operation of
the robots and peripherals, most of our end customers are confident
in handling the robots after just a short familiarization period that
they can easily and quickly modify the units for new functions.
IEN Europe: Can you briefly outline one or two typical applications
for us?
H. Schmid: Generally, UR robots can carry out any repetitive activity
with a loading capacity of up to 10 kg. The most common industries
are electronics, food and beverage, automotive, and the pharmaceutical sector. Typical applications here include pick-and-place, assembly, packaging, order picking, gluing/dispensing and quality control
and product tests. The UR robots are suitable for universal use and
enable customized solutions for every application.
A good example is beyerdynamic, a UR customer who is using robots to coat speaker membranes. A UR5 places a headphone speaker
onto a rotary motor, while a UR3 with integrated spray gun applies a
dispersion medium. In another application at our customer Hofmann
Glastechnik GmbH, the glass manufacturer uses two collaborative
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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robots for machine loading. The UR robots also help to improve the
glass component quality and stabilize the manufacturing process.
These examples show that the possible uses are as diverse as the
producing sectors themselves.
IEN Europe: In your experience, how much time is needed between
a customer’s project idea and the actual start of use?
H. Schmid: The above mentioned universal usability leads to the
most varied application possibilities for the UR robots. The implementation period naturally depends on the type of application and
its technical complexity. It can typically range from six weeks to
nine months.
IEN Europe: What sort of budget should a customer expect? What is
the payback period for typical projects?
H. Schmid: As with the implementation period, the costs greatly depend on the application in which the UR robots are used. The average
payback period is 10,5 months, which means that UR robots are particularly suitable for medium-sized companies. The fastest payback
period that we have recorded is an impressive 34 days.
IEN Europe: Thank you very much for this interview!

Kay Petermann
Marta Roberti
55105 at www.ien.eu
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case study

Retrofit and recycle
to enhance drive sustainability
Harri Heimonen, Head of Health, Safety and Environment and OPEX
of ABB Drives, explains why retrofitting services and recycling can
help reduce the total environmental impact of variable speed drive
installations in industrial applications
Variable speed drives (VSDs) can play a crucial
role in helping to optimize the sustainability
of a variety of industrial processes that use
electric motors. They can increase energy efficiency, improve productivity and boost performance. However, it is important to examine
a VSD’s environmental impact from cradle to
grave, especially when it comes to the end
of its useful service life. One of the ways that
ABB approaches this is through a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). This provides customers with
detailed information about the environmental
performance of the drive throughout its whole
life cycle and promotes eco-efficient product
design. It examines raw material production,
product manufacturing and use, through to decommissioning and recycling. The results are
quantified using environmental impact criteria, such as Global Warming Potential (GWP), a
measure linked to greenhouse emissions.
For instance, when we consider the carbon
footprint of a typical industrial VSD, rated at
110 kilowatt (kW), about 399 kilograms of carbon dioxide (CO2) is created during its manufacture. However, this is offset by the increased
energy efficiency of the VSD with an environmental payback achieved in just one day of
operation. Similarly, a larger 18.5 kW VSD will
achieve payback in just under three days.
Even the most well-maintained drives will eventually start to face the end of their economic
and technical lifecycle. ABB has developed a
product lifecycle management model aimed to
provide customers with proactive service. The
model divides a product’s life cycle into four
phases: active, classic, limited and obsolete. In
the active and classic phase, products have a
full range of services and support available. In
the limited and obsolete phase, often the only

002_009_IEN_May_2018.indd 8

Extending life with retrofit services
When the limited and obsolete phases are
reached, the most sustainable solution in many
cases is to extend the lifetime of the existing
infrastructure with retrofit services. The drive
models can be upgraded to the latest technology, while using the existing mechanical parts
such as the cabinets and cabling. Overall, this
can increase the typical 20-30 year planned lifetime of the installation by more than 10 years.
One of the most common reasons for a customer to choose a retrofit service is that it
enables them to make new investments in
stages rather than as a single, large investment. Where there is a large installed base,
staggering the retrofits over time will help to

optimize capital expenditure as well as enable
the installations to be made during shorter
production breaks and ideally within normal
planned maintenance downtime periods.
Retrofitting also benefits from new technologies now available and often increases the efficiency of the drive. For example, new generations of drives have embedded capabilities for
remote connection and self-diagnostics that
enable remote support and condition monitoring services, improving the availability and optimization of the drive and the response time
in case of failure.
As well as significant developments in new
drive technologies, retrofitting can also enable
customers to benefit from the ongoing refinement of smaller ancillary equipment. ABB has
introduced a new long-life fan that provides
optimum cooling for low voltage AC drives, enabling them to maintain peak operational ca-
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Retrofit enables steel manufacturer to modernize drives
Globally, ABB has executed several successful
retrofit pilot projects across a variety of industries, including the paper and pulp, metal, mining, and food and beverage industries. One such
pilot was with global steel manufacturer, SSAB,
who has since decided to modernize all of the
drives in one of its Galvanizing line 3s at the Hämeenlinna plant in Finland. The project includes
retrofitting 151 drives, which are being installed
step-by-step over a five-year period.
ABB informed SSAB that its existing ACS600
drives were approaching the end of their life
cycle and that the availability of technical support and spare parts would become limited in
the future. After considering multiple options,
SSAB chose the retrofit service to modernize
and restore the drives to their active life cycle
phase. SSAB’s decision was mainly based on
the overall cost-effectiveness of the retrofit
service and the reduced shutdown time.
The ongoing retrofit solution has been tailored to suit SSAB’s specific needs. All the
components inside the old cabinets are being removed and bespoke retrofit kits for the
wider ACS600MD cabinets are being installed.
Control of the drives will still be implemented by the existing control system with some
modifications to the software. The scope of
the project includes commissioning and minor
program changes, to accommodate the new
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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ACS880 drives, are being carried out during
each maintenance shutdown period.
Planning for recycling
Eventually, all equipment must reach the end
of its life, requiring removal and disposal. ABB
aims to ensure this happens in line with local
environmental regulations within each country.
One solution is our planned material re-use and
recycling service that covers ABB VSDs and motors. This service is based on an ‘item for item’
principle: for every item of equipment delivered,
an item of equipment is taken back for re-use
and recycling free of charge. This service applies to equipment from any manufacturer, not
just ABB. Around 36 tons of drive materials go
through this process every year. All the products parts and materials are dismantled and
separated. About 10 percent of the material –
mainly the non-electronic components – can be
reclaimed as spare parts and reused as they are.
The remaining 90 percent is recycled – nothing goes to landfill. Generally, all metals -- such
as steel, aluminum, copper and precious metals
-- can be recycled. Plastics, rubber, cardboard
and other packaging materials can be used in
energy recovery. Printed circuit boards and large
electrolytic capacitors receive specialist treatment according to IEC 62635 guidelines.
From their initial design phase, ABB drives
are developed with recycling in mind. This includes marking of plastics with their appropriate identification code and restricting the use of
hard-to-recycle painted plastics. The drives are
also designed for optimum serviceability that
enables the easy servicing and replacement of
individual components. This avoids the need to
have to scrap and replace an entire drive in the
case of a single, small component failing. ABB
ensures that all VSDs comply with the European
WEEE directive.
When considering the sustainability of VSDs it
is important to appreciate the big picture. This
means not only looking at the in-service benefits of drive systems but also their environmental impact from design and development,
through volume production to end-of-life management. Retrofitting drives to extend their service life and the availability of recycling services
are often overlooked, yet they can have a very
significant impact on the overall sustainability
of drive installations.
55065 at www.ien.eu

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY
PLEASE.
THE NEW
JDN MINI.
BEST TCO.
Download the
AiR-hoists app
Scan
this Ad
Experience the
JDN Mini in 3D

Higher working speed, longer lifetime, drastically reduced maintenance
times: The new JDN Mini is a paragon
of efficiency with the lowest total cost
of ownership (TCO). newgreatmini.com
54025 at www.ien.eu

pability and reliability over an extended period.
The cooling ability of a fan decreases when
components such as its bearings begin to wear
and they require replacement at regular intervals. The new long-life fans only need replacement every nine years in accordance with the
drive’s preventive maintenance schedule.
Furthermore, by using existing drive cabinets,
cables and motors, customers can save a significant amount of money and time as there is
no need to re-engineer or modify existing infrastructure, such as the cooling system or cabling.
The potential contribution that retrofitting can
make to sustainability is indicated in a recent
study of a project in the pulp and paper industry. Results showed that the total CO2 emissions associated with a drives retrofit (2 215
kg) were over 65 percent less than a new installation (6 405 kg). This was due to savings
at both the manufacturing and transportation
stages of the drive equipment.
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and Vision Systems
product focus Identification

25 Gbps Directly Modulated
Laser Diodes
Enables High-Speed Optical Communications and Stable Operation
in Harsh Environments up to 95°C for Next-Generation Mobile and
IoT Networks
Renesas Electronics Corporation announces
the RV2X6376A Series of directly modulated laser (DML) diodes. The DML diodes
deliver 25 Gbps x four wavelengths as the
light source in 100 Gbps optical transceivers that enable high-speed communications
inside 4.9G and 5G LTE base stations, and
between data center routers and servers. The
RV2X6376A Series are the industry’s first
DML diodes that support full 25 Gbps speed
(per individual laser) and industrial temperature (-40°C to 95°C) without cooling.
Compatibility
The RV2X6376A Series are designed into
compact 100 Gbps QSFP28 optical transceiver modules that use conventional NRZ
modulation. They are compatible with the
Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(CWDM4) standard that specifies four lanes
of 25 Gbps optically multiplexed onto and
demultiplexed from duplex single mode fiber.
The RV2X6376A Series extend the laser diodes family, joining the proven, commercial
temperature grade (-5°C to 75°C) NX6375AA
Series used in data centers. In addition to
providing the ruggedness and reliability base
stations require, the RV2X6376A Series also
offers data center customers an upgrade to
the wider industrial temperature range when
additional margin is needed.
Communication systems
Mobile communications and the Internet
of Things (IoT) are driving high-speed optical communication systems, which are experiencing rapid growth due to an explosion
of data usage. The Cisco® Visual Networking Index (VNI) forecasts global mobile data

010_021_IEN_May_2018.indd 10

traffic to grow 44 percent annually from
11,000 Petabytes/month in 2017 to 48,000
Petabytes/month in 2021. To service this
hyper-growth, base station manufacturers
are transitioning to interim 4.9G and higher
throughput, low-latency 5G technology.
“The RV2X6376A Series offers manufacturers the highest reliability solution for rugged
outdoor 4.9G and 5G base station applications,” said Diwakar Vishakhadatta, Vice
President for High-Speed Optical Communications and Wireless Products at Renesas Electronics Corporation. “The bare die
diodes’ wide temperature range and DML
technology allow transceiver designers to
achieve significantly lower systems cost
than current designs using EML diodes.”

Key Features
Key Features of the RV2X6376A Series:
1.3um AlGaInAs Direct Modulated DFB laser
diode; uncooled operation (absolute maximum ratings): Tc=-40°C - +95°C; output
power: Po=7mW 25°C; SMSR: 35dB min;
laser operating current: 55mA max; laser
reverse voltage: 2.6 V max; High Reliability:
MTTF of 100,000 hours (Note: MTTF not guaranteed)
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Availability
Samples of the bare die RV2X6376A 25 Gbps
laser diodes are available now and mass production starts today.
55099 at www.ien.eu
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HIGH PERFORMANCE SWIR CAMERA

3D Printing Solution

For thermal measurement in 'through glass' oven

For Visual Communication Applications

FLIR Systems introduces the
FLIR A6262sc - a high
performance SWIR camera with
very special abilities. Using a
proprietary VisGaAs detector,
that provides extended spectral
coverage down into the visible
range, enables the FLIR
A6262sc to uniquely make
measurements through glass.
The FLIR A6262sc camera sets
the standard for high temperature thermal measurement in
'through glass' oven, furnace, and environmental chamber
applications by combining high-speed performance, unique
spectral coverage and a suite of fully customizable features. The
newly-designed high resolution detector offers improved
sensitivity and linearity across the full dynamic range, making it
ideal for radiometry and temperature calibrated applications. The
FLIR A6262sc is a fully equipped thermal imaging camera. It is
particularly flexible and versatile since users can fully configure
camera settings such as frame rate, integration time and window
size according to their wishes and requirements. The A6262sc is
equipped with an indium gallium arsenide detector optimized to
the 0.6 - 1.7 µm waveband, which produces crisp, 640 x 512pixel
thermal images.

Massivit
3D Printing
Technologies
announces the
expansion of its
product portfolio
with the Massivit
1500 Exploration
3D Printer. This
new businessenhancing
solution is
designed to enable print businesses of all sizes to target new
revenue opportunities. Available immediately, the Massivit 1500
delivers an affordable, print shop friendly solution to enter the
world of large format 3D printing. By incorporating 3D printed
models or enhancements to existing 2D applications, print
providers can expand their product portfolio to offer innovative,
head-turning applications. These include, audience-engaging POP
/ POS displays, illuminated signage and props as well as highendurance molds for cost-effective thermoforming for the retail,
advertising, entertainment, events and interior design markets.
The Massivit 1500 can quickly produce lightweight, hollow pieces
up to 1.45m / 4.8ft high which can be joined together to make
any size model or display.
44494 at www.ien.eu

55100 at www.ien.eu

MILITARY SPECIFICATION LENSES
With extremely low defective rate
Resolve Optics is a leading
supplier of bespoke Military
specification (MIL-SPEC)
lenses that offer many
advantages over regular
off-the-shelf commercial
grade lenses. Producing a
lens or lens system for
military use requires careful
consideration of its
resistance to vibration, shock, temperature and water ingress in
addition to ensuring high reliability and top performance. The
benefits of sourcing a designed for purpose MIL-SPEC lens extend
far beyond operational considerations. Often driven by cost
considerations, contractors belatedly try to adapt 'low cost'
off-the-shelf lenses for military use without success. In a military
scenario - operators demand much higher reliability than for
commercial products. Resolve Optics MIL-SPEC lenses have much
higher life expectancy than regular commercial grade lenses. The
defective rate for these MIL-SPEC lenses is also extremely low.
Producing a rugged MIL-SPEC lens optimised to your application is
a complex task. However, drawing upon over 20 years of
experience - Resolve Optics optical, mechanical and electronic
engineers and designers have a proven track record of producing
high quality military fixed focus and zoom lenses.
55102 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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show preview Sensor+Test
DATA ACQUISITION UNITS

SENSOR+TEST
2018

Combine analogue and digital channels

Nürnberg Exhibition
Centre
June 26-28

Sensor+Test, the biggest European show for the Sensor, Test & Measurement community will take place
from June 26 - 28 in the Nürnberg Exhibition Centre. Exhibitors from more than 25 nations will present the entire spectrum of measuring and testing
system expertise from sensors to computers. This
year’s Special Topic will be "Sensor and Measuring
Technology in the Industrial Internet". On the following pages we want to introduce to you some of
the coming highlights of the show. For every product
presented you can find the exhibitors stand number,
if you want to see them live.

ATI's EMX Data Acquisition
units provide unprecedented
levels of high end
measurement and redefine
the cost per channel
equation, with unrivalled
performance and reliability.
Available in thermo, analogue
or combined channel variants,
EMX features compact,
water-tight, IP67 rated, hard
anodised billet aluminium housings and aerospace-grade Deutsch
connectors. Innovative hardware architecture enables a wide range
of EMX modules, exploiting the ability to combine analogue and
digital channels in compact packages to suit individual project
requirements. Frequently used to replace existing high cost
rack-sized clusters of dedicated analogue and thermocouple units,
EMX delivers significant cost and performance benefits. ATI's DLX
datalogger combines a CAN interface, data acquisition module and
datalogger in one compact package. Data channels include CAN,
K-Line, and LIN, enabling easy interface to ECUs or communication
with ATI data acquisition hardware. ATI's VISION Data Analyser
enables easy viewing of DLX Datalogger data stored in ASAM
MDF4 version 4.1 file format without requiring an additional
software utility - a first in this segment.
Hall 1, Stand 1-126

55080 at www.ien.eu

SEMICONDUCTOR OEM MODULE

INFRARED DETECTORS

Device temperature monitoring for Wafer Fabrication

Double encapsulation for longer lifetime

The LumaSense solution
provides advanced and reliable
temperature monitoring up to
330 °C. The new m924
Semiconductor OEM module
sampling rate is five times
faster than most other modules
or converters, and provides +/0.1° C high accuracy measurements with a wide range of industry specific communication
capabilities. These combined features provide users with better and
more accurate temperature measurements to improve process
control. The new product provides temperature monitoring for
smaller linewidth devices at higher and wider temperature ranges
with significantly faster sampling rates needed in semiconductor
wafer process measurements. The m920 Series Semiconductor
OEM system is based on the LumaSense Luxtron brand of
Fluoroptic probes and fiber optic extensions. This unique and
long-standing Fluoroptic sensing technology lends itself well to
variation in probe construction and is easily customized for OEMs.
The LumaSense solution consists of the m920 Series Semiconductor OEM modules, contact and non-contact fiber optic probes, and
cable extensions. The solution also offers tremendous flexibility
with the mix and match probe design, minimizing costs and error
of matching probes to modules and channels.

The infrared detectors
Hertzstück from trinamix GmbH
are double encapsulated: The
sensors are not only protected
by a TO-package, but also by a
novel thin-film encapsulation
directly on the chip. This
patent-pending technique
ensures longer lifetime compared to conventional infrared sensors.
They can reliably detect in safety-relevant applications. In addition,
the high detectivity of Hertzstück sensors (at room temperature)
increases the reliability of safety-critical applications like moisture
detection, gas sensing, spectroscopy, spark detection, flame
control or chemical analysis. Current electro-optical devices using
PbS sensors are optimized for TO-packages. Hertzstück
double-encapsulated sensors are fully compatible and can readily
replace existing single-encapsulated sensors. Hertzstück sensors
are available as PbS and PbSe infrared detectors with spectral
range from 1 µm - 5 µm range, up to 3 µm in PbS and up to 5 µm
PbSe in TO5 and TO8. The infrared detectors Hertzstück are
developed and completely manufactured at a production site in
Ludwigshafen, Germany. Operating temperature of the detectors
are between -30 and + 70° C. Sapphire window are standard, other
versions are available upon request. The active sensor area are
between 0.5 x 0.5 and 6 x 6 mm in TO5 and TO8 packages.

55079 at www.ien.eu

Hall 5, Stand 5-305

55081 at www.ien.eu
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Coated Temperature Probes
Innovative temperature measurement technology
in a unique plastic design
sor in the probe tube so that it
is truly in a secure position is
very complex with conventional
probes. However, in the case of
JUMO plastoSENS T, the sensor
is completely coated in plastic.
JUMO has therefore developed
a vibration-resistant and shockresistant push-in probe that can
easily withstand forces of up to
20 g and can be used in almost
all liquids in a temperature range
of -40 to +180°C. JUMO plastoSENS T02 is also characterized
by being highly fail-safe and
having a low natural frequency
in the event of vibrations.

JUMO plastoSENS is a completely new process for manufacturing high-quality measurement technology. The sensors
are coated with plastic in an
injection molding process. The
first temperature probes are
now demonstrating this revolutionary technology's wide
variety of applications. The
products are characterized by
complete freedom of form as
well as a low weight and high
reproducibility. In addition, they
have an extraordinary insulation resistance. Using hightemperature plastics enables a
response time similar to standard probes made of metal.
Three initial developments for
various industries and applications demonstrate the potential
of the technology.
Voltage-resistant plastic
temperature probe
The plastoSENS T temperature
probes made of high-temperature plastics are both electrically insulating and thermally
conductive.
This makes them easy to use in environments with very high currents and voltages
such as in transformers, generators, or combined heat and power plants. JUMO plastoSENS T01 is a standardized, voltage-resistant
probe with an insulation resistance of up to
10 kV and which can be used at a continuous
service temperature of -50 to +200 C. ConFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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ventional temperature probes can withstand
a maximum of 2.5 kV.
Vibration-resistant plastic 			
temperature probe
Vibration represents a major problem for measurement technology in engines of vehicles
or machines. Placing the temperature sen-

Steam-tight plastic 		
temperature probe
In sterilization applications or
CIP cleaning, sensors are exposed to a particularly stressful
combination of high temperatures, moisture, and pressure.
With the JUMO plastoSENS T03
probe for sterilization applications, the applied high-temperature plastics form a substanceto-substance bond during the
injection molding process and
thereby guarantee steam and water tightness. This is an invaluable advantage, particularly for the cable outlet from the probe,
which is a critical point. The FDA compliant
probe can be used in a temperature range of
-50 to +150 C.
55082 at www.ien.eu Hall 5, Stand 5-217
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FIBER-OPTIC CAN MEASUREMENT MODULE

LASER VIBROMETER

Temperature Measurements in HV environments

Imaging for microscopic structures

imc Meßsysteme is presenting a
fiber-optic CAN measurement
module, imc CANSAS-FBG-T8. It
applies specially developed fiber
Bragg grating sensors (FBG) at
eight optical inputs to measure
temperatures in high voltage
environments and outputs the results via CAN. Thanks to the optical measuring principle it is independent of any electrostatic and
electromagnetic influences. All such EMI/ESD related concerns
with errors, signal artifacts and even damage, that classical measurement technology used to be plagued with in HV contexts, can
now be a thing of the past. The topic of personal safety, which prescribes comprehensive protective measures when working on voltages of more than 50 V, is also clearly reduced: the sensors have
no electrical conductivity whatsoever. This means that there is no
need for special safety equipment or particular training of the
operating personnel. Elaborate and expensive high-voltage cable
insulation is unnecessary. The particularly thin FBG temperature
sensors with diameters down to 0.5 mm make installation easier
and enable completely new applications. They can, for example, be
directly integrated into the windings of an electric motor without
significantly influencing its properties. The fast response of the
fiber-optic sensor can then precisely detect and record the dynamic
temperature changes in the windings under load.

The PICOSCAN Vibrometer from
SmarAct addresses the need for
R&D and QC instrumentation
that keeps pace with the ever
increasing complexity of micromechanical systems. SmarAct's
vibrometer is developed for
megapixel imaging of vibrational
modes of microscopic structures.
This is achieved by raster-scanning a tightly focused laser
beam of a Michelson interferometer over the sample to measure the vibrations for each pixel
of the microscopic image. The PICOSCAN Vibrometer is equipped
with a piezo-based sample shaker and a digital lock-in amplifier to
measure amplitude and phase of the vibrations from which bending
modes of up to 2.5 MHz can be reconstructed. The use of SmarAct's
linear piezo motors allows the imaging of structures with a size of
up to 20 mm. A unique feature of the PICOSCAN Vibrometer is that
the interferometer laser beam is used simultaneously to record a
confocal reflection image of the sample with a lateral resolution of
5 µm. This microscopic image is thus intrinsically aligned with the
vibration measurements and an additional microscope imaging
system is not required.

55083 at www.ien.eu

Hall 1, Stand 1-310

Hall 5, Stand 5-344

55084 at www.ien.eu

INCREASED THERMOGRAPHY RESOLUTION

SMALL PORTED PRESSURE SENSOR

Fast and highly accurate radiometric camera

Minimal footprint but high accuracy

With MicroScan InfraTec is
introducing an option to
quadruple the image format for a
radiometric thermography
camera used in the civil sector
with cooled FPA photon detector
for the first time. For models of
the ImageIR® high-end camera
series, this means that images can be recorded with up to (2,560 ×
2,048) IR pixels (5.2 Megapixels). Behind the function is a newly
developed, fast-rotating MicroScan wheel, which is integrated into
the camera. It ensures that four different individual exposures are
taken per wheel revolution, which are offset laterally by half a
pixel each. These individual exposures are brought together in real
time into a thermogram with quadruple image format. Each pixel in
the image represents a genuine temperature measured value and
not an interpolated image point. All this is done not only precisely,
but also at enormous speed. How quickly this happens is shown by
the example of the ImageIR® 8300 hp. If the camera is in fullframe mode with its (640 × 512) IR pixels, the MicroScan wheel
turns much faster than 5,000 revolutions per minute. Thanks to
such high speeds, users with MicroScan can thermographically
analyse processes with moving measurement objects or changing
temperatures. The technology is not only predestined for use in
micro-thermography, but also for security applications.

Honeywell's new small
piezoresistive silicon
pressure sensors offer a
digital output for reading
pressure over a specified
full-scale span and
temperature range in
high-volume medical
devices and consumer
appliances. The MicroPressure Series sensor is calibrated and
compensated over a specific temperature range for sensor offset,
sensitivity, temperature effects and non-linearity using an on-board
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Measuring just five
millimeters by five millimeters, the MicroPressure sensor is ideal
for applications that require greater accuracy with a small
footprint. They have strong stainless ports for product durability
and are available in absolute and gage pressure ranges from ±40
mbar to ±2.5 bar; ±4 kPa to ±250 kPa; ±0.6 psi to ±30 psi. The
compact and highly accurate pressure sensors can be featured in
medical devices, such as blood pressure monitors and air-suction
pumps, as well as consumer appliances. The extremely small
sensors feature an Internet-of-Things-ready interface to help
customers bring compact, portable and lightweight products to
market. The low power consumption allow for a compact product
design and longer battery life.

55086 at www.ien.eu
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PRESSURE TRANSMITTER/-SWITCH

STANDARD AND CUSTOMIZED SENSORS

For general and hygienic applications

Wide product range for high volume applications

The Precont PN4 series from ACS
Control are pressure transmitter /
pressure switch with data
memory for general and hygienic
applications for monitoring of
absolute or relative pressure in
gases, vapors, liquids and dust. A
new design for the controls of these pressure sensors was
developed. In addition, the devices have been narrowed, so that
the sensors are now even more versatile. ACS has provided more
clarity and ease of use and the device presents itself with best
readability thanks to full color display and user-friendliness due to
the 3-key operation display with tactile feedback. There is a variety
of measuring ranges, absolute or gauge, from -1 bar to 1000 bar.

Pressure-Sensor.com is a global
designer and manufacturer of
sensor-based products. Our
capabilities include amongst
others automotive, industrial and
consumer applications. Using our
core Mems and electronics technology in combination with our
low-cost manufacturing, we can offer standard industrial/commercial pressure sensors as well as full custom and semi-custom
pressure sensor products. The expertise is in the area of low cost
force, temperature, and pressure sensors for Medical Applications.
Proximity and level sensors and Bluetooth (BLE) enabled sensors
for industrial and commercial applications are new additions to
the product range.

55088 at www.ien.eu

Hall 1, Stand 1-430

55090 at www.ien.eu

Hall 1, Stand 1-165

WIRELESS EVALUATION KIT
Real-time data on mobile devices
IDT introduced its
new SDAWIR0x
wireless sensor hub
evaluation kit, which
allows product
designers and engineers to validate the advantages of wirelessly connecting IDT's high-performance
humidity, temperature and flow sensors in
their latest industrial IoT, smart home,
connected appliances, fluid metering and
control and environmental monitoring
applications. The SDAWIR0x development
environment integrates IDT's HS3001
humidity and temperature sensor, FS2012
flow sensor and ZWIR4512 6LoWPAN
module and network stack in a single
sensor module. The ZWIR4512 connects the
environmental sensors via Wi-Fi to output
the sensor data in real-time to a private
network where it can be viewed on iOS or
Android devices. Up to one hundred of
these sensor modules can be connected to
a single Wi-Fi hub; or thousands in a full
mesh network. Over-The-Air (OTA) firmware
updates simplify development and system
updates after deployment. This flexible
platform makes the SDAWIR0x ideal for a
wide variety of connected devices requiring
real-time temperature, humidity and flow
data, such as smart thermostats, smart
refrigerators, pumps and metering equipment and medical infusion pumps. The
royalty-free security stack and OTA update
capabilities provide engineers with an
industrial-strength development platform
for a wide range of IoT applications.
55091 at www.ien.eu Hall 5, Stand 5-225
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SECURE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

PID SENSOR WITH HIGH SENSITIVITY

Software upgrade provides enhanced security

Long term detection of volatile organic compounds

AstroNova announced an upgraded
TMX data acquisition (DAQ) system,
featuring enhanced security with
Windows 10 and a high-speed oscilloscope for 60x faster measurements. The addition of the Windows
10 operating system provides enhanced security. The optional embedded scope card provides 60x
faster sampling rates for testing new requirements in field testing,
production environments or lab work. The TMX is an all-in-one, out
of the box DAQ solution designed to acquire, visualize and analyze
data. Tested to MIL-STD-810F standards, it will withstand the rigors
of field testing, production environments and lab work. With its
user-friendly software, the TMX has proven itself year after year.

Designed for OEMs, the MiniPID 2
HS high sensitivity PID sensor is
the latest in the range of PID
sensors from Ion Science for
sub-ppb level detection. The
ground-breaking MiniPID 2 HS is
15 times more sensitive than the
existing MiniPID 2 ppb sensor. It is
capable of detecting trace levels of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) over a long period of time
making it ideal for indoor air quality monitoring applications.
Delivering a dependable response to thousands of VOCs across
many diverse applications, the MiniPID 2 HS is a simple plug and
play sensor providing a wide detection range of 0.5 ppb up to 3
parts per million (ppm).

55092 at www.ien.eu

Hall 1, Stand 1-261

Hall 1, Stand 1-267

55093 at www.ien.eu

BATTERY POWERED PRESSURE SWITCH

SENSOR EVALUATION KIT

With data logging function and NFC

Developing applications quick and easy

Status Instruments presents the DM650
PM battery powered pressure switch that
accepts gauge pressure inputs up to 100
bar and displays the sensor pressure in
BAR, PSI or the user's engineering unit on
a 6-digit LCD display. The instrument
offers an advanced display mode allowing
the user to also display one or two (1 to
32) character messages. It is a solution for
every purpose, and enables logging,
collection and contactless transfer of data straight to your phone/
tablet through NFC software or via USB to PC. This series allows
users to do so much more with their process from custom
messaging and configuration to tripping alarms and triggering
subsequent monitoring processes.

Sensirion, the expert in environmental sensing, now offers its
next evaluation kit generation the SEK-Environmental Sensing.
It allows engineers to evaluate
sensors and develop innovative
sensor applications even more
quickly and easily. The kit
combines plug-and-play hardware with an easy-to-use viewer
software, the ControlCenter, enabling in-depth evaluation of all
Sensirion environmental sensors. Each evaluation kit includes a
Sensirion SensorBridge, all required connector cables, as well as
various sensor samples. The Sensor-Bridge features two
independent I²C channels that allow simultan- eous evaluation of
two environmental sensor samples.

55089 at www.ien.eu
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55095 at www.ien.eu

COMPETITIVE PRESSURE SENSOR

LASER DISTANCE SENSORS

With temperature range of -40° to 125°C

Highly accurate long-distance measurements

Variohm EuroSensor has expanded
its comprehensive range of pressure sensors with the new lowcost EPT2105 series for a 0.5...4.5
V ratiometric output in two measurement range options of 10 and
12 bar. With IP66 sealing, this
cost-competitive sensor integrates an M18 x 1.5 pressure port and
a Packard connector - for installation convenience. The EPT2105's
monolithic sensing element includes a silicon measuring cell that
combines with high level output circuitry for accuracy ranging from
+/- 0.5% at room temperature to +/-2.5% across the full temperature range of -40 to 125°C. Stability/Year is specified < ± 0.1 % of
range. The measuring cell is compatible with many liquid and gas
media types and is ideally suited to compressed air and oils.

Dimetix offers the new D-Series
laser distance sensors for
applications where speed plays
an important role and long
distances need to be measured
with high accuracy. They are
able measure distances from 0
to 500 meters with an accuracy
of +/- 1 mm and a repeat accuracy of +/- 0.3 mm. These data are
also valid for measurements on natural surfaces at distances up to
100 m. Even on black target surfaces and in direct sunlight, the
instruments can still measure. The measuring speed is 250Hz. All
these advantages can be used by customers over a wide temperature range of -40 to +60 °C. An analog output 0/4 - 20 mA, serial
interfaces and digital inputs and outputs are integrated.

55096 at www.ien.eu
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Microscope lens for temperature
monitoring of ultra-small targets
Microscope lens from Micro-Epsilon enables cameras to macro shooting
of individual components based on a spatial resolution of up to 28µm.
Thanks to the new microscope lens from Micro-Epsilon, the thermoIMAGER TIM 450 high resolution thermal imaging camera
(382x288 pixels) and TIM 640 (640x480 pixels) can detect even the
slightest temperature differences with high precision and reliability.
The microscope lens has been developed for PCB temperature measurements, PCB assembly monitoring or for inspecting micro-sized
solder and weld joints.
Scalable temperature ranges
In addition to overall images and videos, even detailed macro shooting of individual objects is possible in real time at up to 125Hz based
on a spatial resolution of up to 28µm. The distance between the camera and the object to be measured can be up to 100mm. The camera can be freely positioned within this range. Scalable temperature
ranges are from -20°C to 100°C, from 0°C to 250°C and from 150°C
to 900°C. Due to the large working distance, temperature measurements of electronic components can be carried out during the measurement of electrical parameters for function tests.

ity tripod and the comprehensive TIM Connect evaluation software
are included in the scope of supply. The lens enables the display and
rapid analysis of quickly changing temperatures and to record radiometric videos and images. The data can be exported and evaluated
with other programs.
55077 at www.ien.eu

Hall 1, Stand 1-320

RTS

The TIM 450 and TIM 640 camera models can be upgraded with the
microscope lens. A process interface cable, a USB cable, a high-qual-

Reflowable Thermal Switch

- Separates rated voltages up to 60VDC
- Reflow compatible through mechanical activation procedure
- Galvanic separation happens inside the RTS housing
- Smallest footprint with just two contacts

thermal-protection.schurter.com

53920 at www.ien.eu
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Condition Monitoring Devices
Omron’s devices visualize facility and equipment condition constantly
that could not have been seen, detect status errors of facilities in advance,
and maintain productivity
Omron Corporation offers four new series of
condition monitoring devices to monitor operational status in manufacturing sites for workers; Motor Condition Monitoring Devices that
predict a failure of 3-phase induction motors,
Power Supplies with Network that can predict
the service life and failures of a power supply installed in a control panel, Flow Sensors
and Pressure Sensors that monitor hydraulic
oil and cooling water used for press machines
and molding machines, and Smart Condition
Monitoring Amplifier that accelerate IoT of existing analog sensors installed in facilities or
machines. The release of condition monitoring
devices is part of an Omron's effort aiming at
completing 100,000 IoT components lineup.
The monitoring devices visualize facility and
equipment condition constantly that could not
have been seen, detect status errors of facilities
in advance, and maintain production lines and
productivity.
Functionalities and benefits
The condition monitoring devices monitor
changes in power system and circulation system of production facilities in real time. They

inform replacement time of parts before failures through communications networks and
contribute to prevention of unexpected facility
stoppages and quality abnormality of products.
Anyone can easily capture a sign of abnormality of facilities and failures that have relied on
experience and intuition of skilled workers. This
enables to reduce opportunity loss due to unexpected facility stoppages and enhance the accuracy of maintenance plans.
Four series of condition monitoring 		
devices to be sold
1. Motor Condition Monitoring Devices
Motor Condition Monitoring Devices detect
errors caused by aging deterioration of threephase induction motors used for many production facilities including conveyors, lifters
and pumps. The monitoring devices detect
errors by status changes in vibration, temperature, current, insulation resistors, monitor
by display on the main unit or Ethernet/IP™
communications remotely, and solve the following issues.
• Minimize opportunity loss caused by unex-

Motor Condition Monitoring Devices
n ° 5 - M AY 2 0 1 8
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pected facility stoppages.
• Digitalize knowledge of skilled maintenance engineers and homogenize motor
maintenance from a remote location.
• Shift from periodical inspection to preventive inspection to significantly reduce inspection work.
Monitoring data
Motor vibration, surface temperature, insulation
resistance, current, degradation level.
Output method
EtherNet/IP (monitorable by a dedicated tool
operated on PC), alarm output, transistor output,
bar indicator, monitor display.
2. Power Supplies with Network
Power Supplies with Network visualize necessary information to maintain and control power supply in addition to supply DC electricity
to devices in facilities, which is a basic function of a power supply. This Power Supplies
can visualize when to replace itself, information on output voltage/current, and boost
current by remote control using Ethernet/IP
communications and the main unit monitor,
contributing to solve the following issues.
• Notify the power supply replacement time
in advance to reduce unexpected facility
stoppages due to a trouble of power supply.
• Monitor the replacement time, total run
time, voltage, and current of a power supply remotely to reduce maintenance work
in sites.
• Use in combination with the dedicated
software Power Supply Monitoring Tool
(scheduled to support soon) to visualize power supply condition on the deratFREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Flow Sensors, Pressure Sensors
ing curve. To extend the service life, you
can consider and implement improving
measures easily by improving installation
environments and changing power supply
capacity.
Monitoring data
Years until power supply replacement, total run
time, output voltage/current, boost current, selfdiagnostics (overheating, measured value error,
memory error), product model, serial number.
Output method
Ethernet/IP, Modbus/TCP, monitor display.
3. Flow Sensors, Pressure Sensors
A single Flow Sensors can measure both flow
rate and temperature of cooling water used for
a welding or molding machine. Monitoring errors caused by temperature in addition to flow
rate of cooling water enables to capture a sign
of unexpected stoppages due to overheated
current transformers, enabling to achieve
more stable welding quality, and prevent defective molding. Pressure Sensors visualize
pressure and temperature of hydraulic oil for
machining centers and press machines simultaneously. They capture a sign of packing
deterioration due to temperature rise and following hydraulic oil leakage. They also detect
temperature changes due to deterioration of
the hydraulic oil viscosity to maintain stable
processing quality. You do not need to install
a pressure sensor and a temperature sensor
on pipes separately, which halves number of
sensors to be installed and installation work.
By sensing a plurality of measurement data
elements such as "flow rate and temperature"
and "pressure and temperature" by itself,
these sensors can visualize facility condition
at less cost, work, and space.
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Power Supplies with Network
Monitoring data
Flow rate + temperature
Pressure + temperature
Output method
Status output, control output, analog output, IOLink, monitor display, status indicator.
4. Smart Condition Monitoring Amplifier
Smart Condition Monitoring Amplifier connect to general analog output sensors.
Omron offers N-Smart Next-generation Sensor Series that connect to fiber sensors and
lase sensors. Now, Smart Condition Monitoring Amplifier that can connect to general
analog output sensors are joining the lineup,
enabling to build inexpensive and easy network with various sensors used to understand
facility condition. Previously, obtaining data
of analog output sensors required system up
with expensive data loggers and measurement equipment. The sensor can synchronize
up to 30 units at high speed of 1 ms, collect data at the timing of facility operation,
capture subtle changes of facilities and correlation of signs reliably, enabling optimum
machine control according to facility status
changes.

THE REEL
THAT WORKS
AS HARD

AS YOU
When it comes to your
equipment, you demand
quality and value.

Hannay Reels delivers
every time with:
The widest variety of arc
and gas welding reels
Designed and built to spec
for welding
Manual, power, or spring
rewind options
Made in
U.S.A.

Connectable sensor heads
Sensors which output and transmit measurement result by current (DC 4 to 20 mA) or voltage (1 to 5 VDC). Flow Sensors and Pressure
Sensors are also connectable.
Output method
Control output, monitor display, compatible
with open networks (EtherCAT®, CC-Link) by
connecting to communications units.

Y

Unsurpassed fit and function

D
E

Find your next reel
at the new hannay.com
or +1-518-797-3791
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Alkaline Batteries

LINEAR DC-SERVOMOTORS

Ideal for use in buoys and in safety-related applications

Also deliver artistic movements

Due to their high
reliability, Panasonic
batteries are often
used in safety-related
applications – but
until the present time
not in a solution that
keeps the public safe
from sharks. That all changed when the Australian government
commissioned the Spanish company Marine Instruments to supply
special solar buoys as part of a shark management strategy
launched in 2015. Marine Instruments developed a GPS buoy for
the detection and mitigation of sharks along the NSW coastline.
Panasonic batteries in each buoy ensure that the solution is
reliable and has a long life. SMART drumlines consist of a bait and
a solar-powered satellite buoy. If a shark takes the bait, the solar
buoy is activated by the resulting pressure on the line, which
immediately sends an alert with its exact GPS position to the
responsible authority. This information is transmitted by e-mail,
SMS and telephone call. Within just 15 minutes, the scientists
or contractors travel to the buoy and fit the animal with two
direction-finding tags in order to be able to follow it in the future.
As soon as a new shark is marked, the information will be made
available to the public via an app called "Shark Smart" and a
Twitter feed.

FAULHABER offers new
linear DC-servomotors
that also deliver artistic
movements. To
impressively
demonstrate the
properties of the linear
DC servomotors from
FAULHABER through
visual means, the
industrial designers and
engineers at MKT AG
(Olching) and flying
saucer GmbH (Berlin)
drew inspiration from the anthozoa class, a type of coral. Created
in collaboration with FAULHABER, the "PROJECT ANTHOZOA"
sculpture perfectly replicates the smooth movements of the marine
invertebrates. The advantages of the FAULHABER linear drives are
thereby artistically illustrated: flowing, living movement without
cogging torque, a strictly linear force-current ratio, high dynamics,
exact position control. A total of 120 of these linear DC
servomotors with an equal number of FAULHABER Motion
Controllers are at work in this fascinating work of art to
impressively demonstrate the perfected choreography of flowing
movement.
55107 at www.ien.eu

55112 at www.ien.eu

MINIATURE HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONNECTOR

30W MODULAR AC/DC SERIES

Provides enhanced reliability for extreme environments

Delivers optimal performance in a variety of packages

Fischer Connectors has released
another data-speed focused
extension to the company's
high-density miniature Fischer
MiniMaxTM Series. The new
MiniMax connector in 08 size
now gives design engineers the
option of integrating rugged
connectivity solutions with
full-speed Ethernet into their
latest creations. This new
contact block configuration of eight AWG24 pins in a receptacle of
only 12 mm diameter enables fast Ethernet data transmission over
longer distances. The new configuration can help move Ethernet
connectivity into more rugged environments, protected from the
elements with enhanced IP68 ratings. Advances in design and
production processes have also enabled Fischer Connectors to
increase the depth that all Fischer MiniMax™ Series connectors
can safely achieve, providing enhanced reliability for extreme
environments. The more stringent IP68 sealing level ensures all
MiniMax connectors and cable assembly solutions now go even
deeper than ever before - achieving a new standard of 20 meters
for 24 hours. This is an exceptional IP rating test for such a small
connector, opening new opportunities for the miniaturization of
underwater devices.

Ideal Power Ltd
announces the
availability of the 30W
43TxD30US series,
designed by global
innovators, PDuke
Power. This new range
has been specifically
developed for
applications within the
Automation, Datacom,
Test & Measurement, IPC, Industrial, & Telecoms industries;
delivering optimal performance in a variety of packages from Open
Frame to Encapsulated versions with terminal blocks, direct DIN
Rail or PCB mounting. The 43TxD30US series has been designed
with versatility in mind; operating from -40°C through to +60°C
without derating (Natural Convection) and up to +85°C with
derating, coupled with an impressive operating altitude of up to
5,000 meters. They are also supplied with 3 years warranty as
standard and comply with several industry standards; including
cURus, CB, CE, FCC, RoHS & REACH. In addition to being approved
to the latest LVD 2014/35/EU and EMC 2014/30/EU requirements,
as well as the most recent EMC standards, EN 55032, EN 55011
and FCC Part 15, meeting both the conducted and Radiated Class B
Levels.

55108 at www.ien.eu

55110 at www.ien.eu
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TINY BOOST REGULATOR

BREAKOUT BOARD

For Low Voltage Optical Systems

Draws a stable 3.3V from a AA battery

Analog Devices, Inc. offers the
Power by Linear™ LTM4661, a
low power step-up µModule®
regulator in a 6.25mm x
6.25mm x 2.42mm BGA
package. Only a few capacitors
and one resistor are required to
complete the design, and the
solution occupies less than
1cm² single-sided or 0.5cm² on double- sided PCBs. The LTM4661
incorporates a switching DC/DC controller, MOSFETs, inductors and
supporting components. The LTM4661 operates from a 1.8V to 5.5V
input supply, and continues to operate down to 0.7V after start-up.
The output voltage can be set by a single resistor ranging from
2.5V to 15V. The combination of the small, thin package and wide
input and output voltage range is ideal for wide range of
applications including optical modules, battery-powered
equipment, battery-based backup systems, bias voltage for power
amps or laser diodes and small DC motors. The LTM4661 can
deliver 4A continuously under 3.3VIN to 5VOUT, and 0.7A
continuously under 3.3VIN to 12VOUT. The LTM4661 employs
synchronous rectification, which delivers as high as 92%
conversion efficiency (3.3VIN to 5VOUT). The switching frequency
is 1MHz, and can also be synchronized to an external clock ranging
from 500kHz to 1.5MHz.

RECOM has released a
breakout board to
connect the SensorTile
from
STMicroelectronics to
RECOM's R-78S
evaluation board. This
technology enables
the SensorTile to draw
a stable 3.3V from a
AA battery down to
voltages as low as 0.65V. Engineers can therefore integrate a
high-capacity single-cell AA battery into their designs and use test
points to estimate the application's operation lifetime. The
R-78S3.3-0.1-EVM-1/STM-1 is a breakout board developed to be
used with an ST Microelectronics STEVAL STLCS01V1 SensorTile
module and the R-78S3.3-0.1-EVM-1 evaluation module to
demonstrate IoT applications using the SensorTile module. When
powered directly through a coin cell battery, the input voltage can
soon drop significantly after only a few hours of use. This causes
the Bluetooth Low Energy transmission unit to stop operating
reliably and leaves the energy from the coin cell battery
wasted. This can be averted by incorporating the functionality of
the R-78S which boosts a single-cell AA battery voltage of 1.5V up
to a stable 3.3V - demonstrated by the R-78S Evaluation Board.

55106 at www.ien.eu

55116 at www.ien.eu

QUAD HIGH-SPEED DATA CABLE
For use on both on board and trackside applications
TE Connectivity (TE) has
introduced a new
Category 5e (Cat5e) quad
high-speed data cable for
railway rolling stock and
infrastructure. With its
halogen-free
flame-retardant polymer
insulation, the cable
complies with
EN45545-2, the new European standard covering fire behavior of
materials and products in railway rolling stock. This is because its
crosslinked outer jacketing provides high resistance to chemicals,
mechanical stresses and extreme temperatures. It can be supplied
on its own or in pre-assembled assemblies with connectors, for
ease and speed of installation. "TE is working to design and deliver
products that enable the future of transportation. This includes
providing the complete range of high performance, high speed data
cables for the rail industry," says Paul Crofts, wire and cable global
product manager at TE Connectivity. The new Cat5e data cable is a
quad design consisting of two pairs of 22-AWG cores. It is designed
for an operating voltage of 300 V. The electrical resistance of the
conductor is less than or equal to 60 Ω/km, and that of the shield
is up to 120 Ω/km. The insulation has a resistance of over 500 M
Ω/km (all at 20 degrees Celsius).
55117 at www.ien.eu
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case study

Safety shock absorbers
The devices from ACE keep lock gates intact despite ship collision
A beam used for safe manoeuvring in ship
locks received a big crack recently in the
lock of Maasbracht, Netherlands. A ship had
touched the beam with too much force. The
overall construction survived the accident
well. Special ACE safety shock absorbers were
used as a precautionary measure for the lock
gate located behind the beam to protect the
system from the worst.
Ralf Küppers and Han Titulaer, the experts for
ACE in the Netherlands, were both proud and relieved when they learned that the emergency in
the Maasbracht lock only caused cracks in the
wood. "Relieved, because no one on the ship or
on land has been harmed by the collision and
proud because our safety shock absorbers prevented an accident with the lock gate," said Ralf
Küppers, who is responsible for the sales of ACE
Stoßdämpfer GmbH in the BeNeLux countries.
His Dutch colleague Han Titulaer states: "Our
customer, the Dutch construction and steel

company Mourik Limburg BV, and we are glad
that our safety measures were planned well in
advance and that the entire construction survived the accident very well."
It should be noted that this extreme case was
a first in the seven years since the plant was
put into operation. In the project planning
phase of the lock system, the partners ACE
and Mourik had taken into account that ships
in the lock could touch the safety beam. For
when navigating a cargo ship in a lock, it is
conceivable that the lock gate and the ship
come into contact in a similar way that a car in
tight parking spaces might touch its surroundings. With loaded vessels weighing up to four
million kilograms, there is hardly a lock or gate
that would be able to stop the forces resulting at a maximum speed of 0.5 m / s in order
to prevent the lock gate from bursting. An uncontrolled and thus very dangerous filling or
emptying of the entire lock system with water

Safety beam at lock in Maasbracht (NL) after collision with a cargo ship

Tailored safety shock absorber from ACE
The captains of cargo ships use the safety
beams as a marker and target for their approach to prevent accidents in locks. Thus,
the lock can be constructed relatively small.
However, this is not the only advantage. In the
case of large differences in height in front of
and behind the lock, it is possible to simply
move the ship under the safety beam when the
lock doors are open downstream in case of low
water. The shock absorbers from ACE are used
to secure the lock gates for all other events.
When designing the tailor-made construction
elements, ACE and Mourik also had to take into
account that so-called water hammers occur in
locks. This refers to a physical phenomenon in
which a strong mechanical shock is caused by

Lock gate in Maasbracht (NL)
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would be the result. Considering a height difference of 12 meters, as is the case in Maasbracht, this is a true horror scenario.
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Oversized safety shock absorbers in the
Maasbracht (NL) lock help stopping vessels
weighing up to 4,000 tons at a maximum
speed of 0.5 m / s and protect the lock door

HIGH
PRECISION
LASER SCANNER

More than 2 m long and weighing 320 kg,
this special ACE safety shock absorber has
an optimized characteristic curve, a fixed
stop and a stroke of 800 mm, tailor-made
for the lock in Maasbracht (NL)

for profile and gap measurement
water. At the end of the consulting and design
process the team established that the safety
shock absorbers had to deal with the energy
of 500,000 Nm, which requires a custom-made
type of truly unusual proportions. Thus, the
length of the models specially manufactured
for the lock is 2,649 mm with outer diameters
of 200 mm and each weighing in at 320 kg.
The special design has an optimized characteristic curve, a fixed stop and a stroke of 800
mm. It works according to this principle: The
piston rod is pushed into the cylindrical body
during the braking process and the hydraulic
oil in front of the piston is simultaneously displaced through all the throttle openings. While
the resulting deceleration works so fast on ACE
miniature shock absorbers that engineers who
are working with them for the first time have
doubts about their effectiveness, the special
safety shock absorbers require 3.5 seconds to
cover the stroke of almost one meter. To ensure
that they can return to their original position
afterwards, the safety shock absorbers work
in a similar way as the industrial gas springs
filled with nitrogen which ACE also offers. Collected in a gas accumulator, the oil displaced
by the piston rod is compensated and pushes

the piston rod back to the starting position. To
isolate the hydraulic system from the gas storage tank, the XXXL dampers described here
are equipped with the same separating piston
nitrogen return system as ACE's heavy-duty
safety shock absorbers.

FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Safety beam is replaced, 		
safety shock absorbers stay
To put the lock back into service as soon as
possible, a new beam was installed. In order
to replace it, a temporary disassembly of ACE's
safety shock absorbers was necessary. To speed
up the process, Han Titulaer of ACE BeNeLux
provided the repair team with all necessary
advice on how to empty the nitrogen from
the inside of the products, to then remove the
XXXL dampers and reinstall them after the
whole beam construction had been repaired.
This procedure was necessary due to lack of
space. Finally, ACE inspected the safety shock
absorbers and Han Titulaer concluded: "Mourik
Limburg BV and we are confident that the construction will survive the next seven years at
least as well as it did the first seven years."

 Compact design with integral controller
 For high speed, high precision measurements
 Comprehensive software included
 Easy set up using predefined measurement
programs
 Choice of interfaces for direct connection to PLC
Blue laser scanner for red-hot
glowing and organic objects

54501 at www.ien.eu
55066 at www.ien.eu

Phone +49 8542 1680
www.micro-epsilon.com/scan
27/04/18 11:43
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success story

Monitoring
the production of steam
Unitronics UniStream programmable logic controller (PLC) controls
the boiler of Djurdjevic facility, a meat production company based in Serbia
Djurdjevic is a meat production company
based in Serbia. They are proud to bring high
quality meat products to their community.
In order to achieve that goal, they have a
state-of-the-art facility that handles all aspects of meat processing and production.
Obviously, quality and safety are some of
Djurdjevic’s priorities. To ensure the quality
of their products, Djurdjevic often relies on
automated machinery, which offers precise
and consistent results. One of these machines is the factory’s biomass boiler. Steam
is used in a wide variety of meat processing
and treatment application, so this boiler is a
key component of the factory.
PLC with 10.4-inch touchscreen HMI
The boiler is controlled by a Unitronics UniS-

tream
programmable
logic controller (PLC)
(https://unitronicsplc.
com/unistream-seriesunistream104/)
with
10.4-inch touchscreen
HMI. This PLC regulates
and monitors the production of steam, managing the boiler heat and
maintaining its run time.
The PLC uses Canbus
communication to communicate to remote I/O,
including thermocouple
inputs. Additionally, the
Unistream features many
other
communication
options, meaning that it interfaces easily with
other non-Unitronics devices, making monitoring easy. Djurdjevic also installed Jazz controllers at several other points in production for
temperature monitoring.
Easy to read, professional HMI screens
Djurdjevic was very impressed with the UniStream; the PLC worked perfectly from when
it was first installed. The application development with very quick using the all-in-one
programming software and the built in image
library helped Djurdjavic design easy to read,
professional HMI screens. Đordˉe Kuzminac,
factory CFO, explains “for me, most important is that I forgot that it is there - and it
does its job, a very important job, controlling
steam production for our factory.”
54926 at www.ien.eu
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FANLESS CONTROLLER

ENCLOSED FILTER

With Dual PCIe Slot Expansion Cassette

Improves Quality of Kidney Dialysis API

Acceed offers the
Nuvo-5026E Series,
characterised by its
high
customisability
with reference to
output, equipment,
storage options and
I/O extensions for
data
communication. The German distributor Acceed offers its special
customer-specific service of ready assembly, thus providing tested
devices ready for direct use, also in large quantities up to a rollout
of several hundred systems per week. With its two PCIe slots, the
new Novo-5026E is, for example, well suited for the modernisation
of already existing but outdated applications with a
high-performance, compact solution. The most frequently named
requirements of modern embedded PCs are flexibility and
customisability. Therefore, controllers with extension slots are in
particular demand. The models in the new Nuvo-5026E series also
incorporate two PCIe slots and can therefore be used for a large
number of specialised tasks. In order to enable fast and easy
exchange, the two slots are easily accessible in the patented
expansion cassette, without it being necessary to dismantle the
system.

Amazon Filters reports a leading
pharmaceutical company is using
SupaPore PPG pleated depth filter
cartridges to enable them to achieve a
safe, enclosed point-of-use filter on
their nitrogen gas distribution line
used in the production of an Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) for
kidney dialysis treatments. Amazon
Filters designed and manufactured a
bespoke 5-inch filter housing fitting
directly into the line where the
previous capsule filter had been
installed. The combination of a
bespoke filter housing and a 5µm
SupaPore PPG polypropylene filter cartridge proved to be ideal for
the application. SupaPore PPG cartridges have proven effective as
a gas pre-filter and polishing filter, and as membrane protection for
all liquid processing applications. Manufactured using 100%
polypropylene media, drainage layers and hardware, the SupaPore
PPG pleated depth filter cartridge offers excellent chemical
compatibility across a wide range of liquid processing applications.
Its thermal bonded construction ensures minimal extractables and
its high filtration efficiency makes it an excellent choice for use in
many manufacturing processes.

55118 at www.ien.eu

55119 at www.ien.eu

Portable Emissions Analyzer

MP600 Serie

For EPA compliance level emissions monitoring and testing

2 in 1 Mechanical Position Sensor

The E9000
emissions
analyzer with
Heated Sample
Line from E
Instruments
is a complete
portable
system for EPA
compliance
level emissions
monitoring
and testing.
The E9000 is
ideal for regulatory & maintenance use in boiler, burner, engine,
turbine, furnace, and other combustion applications. The main
features of the E9000 portable emissions analyzer are: up to (9)
Total Gas Sensors; electrochemical Sensors – O2, CO, NO, NO2,
SO2, H2S; NDIR Sensors – CO2, CxHy (HC), High CO; Heated
Probe Head & Sample Line; Internal Thermoelectric Chiller with
Automatic Condensate Removal; Internal Data Storage Memory
(16,000 Tests); Built-in Printer with Non-Fading Paper; Android
App to Monitor & Save Data; Software with Automatic Data
Logging; Low NOx and True NOx Capable; Pre-Calibrated Gas
Sensors.
55120 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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Two contacts in user selectable distance allow
detection of two positions with high accuracy.
Applications:
Brake AND wear control
of brakes

Home AND overrun position
detection of a movement

High AND low limit control

Many others

of a process

Contact 1

Contact 2

User defined End position
MICROPRECISION ELECTRONICS SA

Rte. de l'Industrie 27
CH-1896 Vouvry
Switzerland

Tel: +41 (0) 24 481 43 43
info@microprecision.ch
www.microprecision.ch

54757 at www.ien.eu
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PRINTABLE SAFETY SIGNS

COMPACT AND COST-ATTRACTIVE DRIVES

Printer for individual label and signs

Series covers full range of possible applications

The new Brady S3100 Sign & Label
Printer enables users to print a wide
range of signs and labels to increase
safety and efficiency in any workplace. Safety signs, floor marking, 5S
labels, lean labels, labels to identify
racks, doors, stairs, bins, desks and
chairs and CLP-labels to identify chemicals can all be printed with
the S3100 at location whenever they are needed. The S3100 prints
on Brady's industrial grade vinyls that offer 8 -10 year outdoor durability, and on durable polyesters including ToughStripe floormarking. Signs & labels printed can be used both in- and outdoor.
Sign & label materials are designed to last in industrial environments and have been tested in line with international ASTM test
methods. Data sheets are available for every sign & label material.

Delta releases the new M300 range
of Drives for the simplest to the most
advanced applications: machine
tools, textile machines, woodworking
machines, packaging machines,
electronics manufacturing, fans,
pumps, air compressors and more. The M300 range is made of 3
Series: the MH range is dedicated to advanced automation needs;
the MS300 covers main applications when the ME300 has been
designed to be a very affordable solution for many automation
systems. Its compact design, with up to 40% size reduction,
provides open or closed loop control for both IM and PM motors up
to 1,500 Hz. The MS300 series supports control over EtherNet/IP,
E-Stop & STO safety; it also includes a fast deceleration feature
with reduced regeneration energy.

54984 at www.ien.eu

55002 at www.ien.eu

DIGITAL ROOM SENSORS

SINGLE STAGE HELICAL GEAR UNIT

Relative humidity and temperature measurement

Up to 280 Nm output torque

The EE10 room sensors family
from E+E Elektronik includes
models for humidity and temperature measurement as well
as for temperature measurement only. Featuring analogue
(current/voltage) or digital
(Modbus RTU / BACnet) outputs, EE10 is particularly versatile. Digital EE10 devices calculate
additional physical quantities such as absolute humidity, mixing
ratio, enthalpy, frost point temperature and water vapor partial
pressure. The analogue models are optionally available with a passive temperature output. The back cover with the screw terminals
can be mounted and wired first. Later the front cover containing all
measuring electronics simply snaps onto the back cover.

NORD has extended its NORDBLOC.1
series with a single stage gear unit
for applications with high speeds and
torques. The new helical gear unit
features ultimate efficiency, high
torsional rigidity, low running noise
and long service life. In addition, they
also meet hygiene requirements
thanks to their wash-down design.
The gear units do not have any separating joints or closing caps.
This increases the stability of the product and at the same time
provides a smoother surface on which neither liquids nor solid
materials can accumulate. The FEM-optimised housing ensures
maximum strength and rigidity. The new products are available in
five sizes with 0.12 to 7.5 kW for output torques of up to 280 Nm.

55028 at www.ien.eu

55029 at www.ien.eu

ANTI-WELD-SPATTER AGENT

AIR HOIST FOR VERSATILE DUTIES

Easier cleaning and improved safety

Easier maintenance "on the hook"

Although good practice can
reduce weld spatter, by and
large it is a fact of life. Many
welders don't have access to
the latest technology in welding
equipment to eliminate the
problem and it's here where
Henkel can help with a range of
simple, spray-on anti-weld spatter agents and the latest addition is
BONDERITE S-MA 98. This water-based surface treatment product
is already helping manufacturers decrease cleaning time, material
wastage and improve worker safety. Extensively used in
automotive manufacturing and now available to the production
industry at large. The colourless liquid is applied directly to the
body-in-white panel or workpiece by hand or pump spray bottle.

The new Mini air hoist from J. D. Neuhaus is
available in four lifting capacities of 125kg,
250kg, 500kg and 980kg and is id eal for a
wide range of light/medium manufacturing
applications no matter what the environment,
whether it be wet or dry, hot or cold, in dustfree rooms or extremely dirty conditions or in
areas where an explosive atmosphere (Zone 2)
is present. The Mini's maintenance tasks are
greatly improved with much of the necessary
maintenance work, such as lubricating the motor chamber,
exchanging the chain guide or even changing the motor unit, now
being carried out 'on the hook' without dismounting the Mini.
Through targeted optimisation, the number of operating hours has
been doubled, allowing it to stay in operation for 800 hours.

55044 at www.ien.eu

55059 at www.ien.eu
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BOARDS WITH INCREASED PERFORMANCE

STAINLESS STEEL TEMPERATURE GAUGES

More processing power with 8th Gen Intel processors

Individual ranges from -20 to + 200° C

Kontron announces new boards,
modules and embedded
systems featuring the 8th Gen
Intel Core(TM) / Xeon
processors (former codename
Coffee Lake). Through the
update to the COM Express
Computer-on-Modules (COMs),
embedded motherboards, CompactPCI platforms, Kontron KBox
family of box PCs, as well as the rackmount systems, customers
benefit from a marked increase in graphics- and processing
performance. First products featuring the new processor generation
will be available on the COM Express basic form factor starting
June 2018. Available with dual-, quad-, or hexacore CPUs, they
double the DDR4 storage as before, with up to 64 GB.

Labfacility presents rugged Industrial Class 1 high quality gauges, UK
manufactured with stainless steel
case, bayonet bezel and 316 stainless steel stems. Available in back
entry, bottom entry or any-angle
styles, they feature a 100mm face
with various lengths & diameters
available and temperature ranges
from -20°C to 200°C. A range of
Stainless Steel Compression Fit- tings (BSPP, BSPT or NPT Thread)
and Calibration Certification are also available. The gauges are
custom made to order in approxi- mately 4 weeks. The gauges can
be used in many applications in the chemical and food and
beverage industry, for boilers, ovens, and freezers.

55067 at www.ien.eu

55068 at www.ien.eu

COAXIAL RF PROBES

LIGHTWEIGHT PROTECTIVE CASES

For use with or without probe positioner

Ideal for drones, camera bodies and lenses

Pasternack has just launched a new,
innovative line of coaxial RF probes
and a probe positioning hardware.
These new products are well-suited
for signal integrity verification, chip
evaluations, coplanar waveguide, circuit debugging and test fixture applications. The new product line consists of four coaxial RF probes and
one RF PCB probe positioner with unique designs. The RF coaxial
probes deliver frequency performance up to 20 GHz and return loss
better than 10 dB. They feature gold-plated contacts and compliant
coaxial GSG (or GS) pogo pins. The probes have a pitch of 800 and
1500 micron, a 3.5mm female interface and can be cable mounted,
the pogo pin design allows for a wide range of probing angles.

Peli launches three new deeper
cases in the re-engineered, up to
40% lighterAir Case line. The three
new cases, 1557, 1607 and 1637,
continue Peli's challenge to offer
users more versatility, portability
and durability, in special for fitting
drones and several camera bodies and lenses. The Air case line,
constructed of lightweight, next-generation HPX resin, is available
in nine travel-ready sizes, in both long and, now, deep options.
With over 33 cm of depth available, the new cases provide room
for fragile and valuable equipment, such as drones and cinemagrade cameras. Air cases continue to be the gold-standard of premium equipment protection while remaining 40% lighter and now
45% deeper, they are available in black, yellow, orange, and grey.

55069 at www.ien.eu

54983 at www.ien.eu

PROFIBUS AND ETHERNET DIAGNOSTICS

COMPACT DIN-RAIL FILTER

Tablet for analysis of industrial networks

Space-saving design with only 25 mm width

With an increased complexity of
industrial networks, comes the need
for devices that provide an easy-tounderstand overview of the status
and health of the networks. The
PROCENTEC Mercury is a robust
mobile tablet for delivery of our new
cross platform software package.
This device is perfect for troubleshooting, maintenance and monitoring networks. The Mercury
combines the power of the ProfiTrace and the PROCENTEC Atlas. It
is based on the same software for Industrial Ethernet diagnostics
and therefore offers the same ease-of-use focus. When the Mercury
is combined with ProfiTrace, it offers a new software package for
troubleshooting PROFIBUS networks.

SCHURTER provides a filter
solution for densly populated
control canbinets, the FPBB RAIL.
The new two-stage filter offers a
very high EMI attenutation in an
ultra-slim, space-saving housing.
The FPBB RAIL is designed for
currents from 1 A to 16 A with a
maximum of 125/250 VAC and 250
VDC according to IEC and UL/CSA
standards. The series is ENEC and cURus approved. The filter
version can be used over a wide temperature range from -40 °C to
100 °C. Versions with fuseholder and overvoltage protection
operate over a range of -40 °C to 85 °C, while those with a circuit
breaker are rated for a range of -5 °C to 60 °C.

55070 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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HIGH TEMPERATURE ENDOSCOPE

SPRING RETRACTABLE REELS

SWIR system for blade inspection in operation

For up to 30m of hose

Resolve Optics supplies several high temperature Short Wavelength Infrared (SWIR) endoscopic viewing systems to enable inspection
of the blades in a gas turbine while in operation. The SWIR endoscope has to operate up
to 950° C at the tip with 150PSI pressure and
be able to withstand severe vibration. To overcome the negative effects of high temperature and pressure - Resolve Optics created a
novel design which allowed introduction of
cool air at high pressure at the mid-section of
the endoscope. This innovation enabled the
prism at the tip of the endoscope to be cooled
to < 200° C and the positive pressure to provide enough airflow to keep the prism clean. In addition, to stop
the endoscope transmitting heat from its tip to the connected camera - special heat breaks were designed into the body so that the
camera end of the endoscope was kept below 50° C. One of the
most challenging aspects of the SWIR endoscope design was to
ensure that the glass elements were securely retained. If the elements or clamp rings were to become loose the levels of vibration
would quickly generate enough glass and metal powder debris to
obscure the image. This problem was overcome by utilising spring
retainers made from carefully selected materials with an expansion
rate that would cancel out the differences in expansion.

Reelcraft's new Series
HD70000 hose reels are
designed to accommodate up
to 30 m of 6 mmm I.D. hose
or 23 m of 13 mm I.D. hose.
The heavy duty base design,
all steel construction and a
baked-on powder coat finish
combine to produce a rugged,
corrosion-resistant product. A
newly re-designed latching mechanism provides longer service life
of the latch components. The containerized drive spring offers safer
and easier handling during maintenance. Two sealed ball bearings
produce a smoother spool rotation and easier operation. The guide
arm adjusts to seven positions for various mounting locations and
applications. Additional features of the reels are a compact design,
that makes them 25% smaller than the heavy-duty series 80000.
Guide rollers in one-piece design and stainless-steel pins offer
greater strength and easier serviceability. There are different
models from low pressure air/water hose reels with maximum
working temperature of 65 °C to high pressure grease hose reels
with up to 99 °C. Low pressure reels are furnished standard with
PVC hose. Medium pressure reels with S.A.E. 100 R1T one wire
braid hose and high pressure reels furnished with S.A.E. 100 R2T
two wire braid hose.

55074 at www.ien.eu

55075 at www.ien.eu

OPTICAL ROTARY TORQUE SENSORS

FOOD COMPATIBLE FLOWMETERS

For low torque and high band wid th measurements

With totally non-metallic wetted components

The new ORT 230/240 devices
replace Sensor Technology's
E200 ORT series, benefiting
from all-new electronics that
deliver significant gains in
resolution, frequency response, reduced sensor current
consumption and faster digital data throughput. The high speed
capability comes from an inherently low inertia, since the electronics are not fixed to the shaft, while non-contact operation
ensures a long and reliable life with high accuracy. The optical
operating principle also ensures excellent noise immunity. TorqSense ORT 230 series sensors provide fixed voltage or current
analogue outputs - one for torque and one for either speed or
power. The TorqSense ORT 240 provides two user selectable
voltage or current analogue outputs - one for torque and the other
for either speed, power or peak torque - plus digital outputs
including RS232, CANbus and USB for interfacing with modern
instrumentation and laptops. The ORT 240 enables users to
connect up to 10 transducers via USB, and transducer configuration
software for making changes to transducer variables. The absence
of brush gear allows high-speed operation with a continuous rating
up to 30,000rpm standard. Further increases in rpm are available
depending upon shaft size. Any full scale torque can be specified
within the range 10mNm to 100Nm.

Titan Enterprises has achieved
certification under NSF/ANSI
169 as equipment for food
products for their 800 Series
turbine flowmeters and
Beverage meter. This accreditation is especially important
for manufacturers of food
production and handling
machinery who can now include an 800 Series or Beverage meter
secure in the knowledge that it has met NSF-standards for food
production. NSF are an independent, accredited organization, that
test, audit and certify products to develop public health standards
and certifications that help protect food, water, consumer products
and the environment. The competitively priced 800 series turbine
flowmeter is designed to give high performance over 6 flow ranges
from 0.05 to 15 L/min. The devices totally non-metallic wetted
components make the 800-series flowmeter the ideal choice for
the metering of food and beverage materials. Titan Enterprises
beverage flowmeter is designed specifically as a flow measurement solution for the drink dispensing industries including beer
wines and spirits. They give high performance and competitive
pricing with a flow range up to 10 litres per minute. They have
totally non-metallic wetted components which makes them the
ideal choice for the metering of food-based products.

54965 at www.ien.eu

55076 at www.ien.eu
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Flexible and Durable 1U Rackmount
Network Appliance

optoNCDT Laser sensors
for displacement, distance and position

• intel® Atom® processor C3558/C3758 (Denverton)
• Four DDR4 R-DIMM/U-DIMM, up to 128GB memory
• Up to six 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet ports
and four 10GbE SFP+ ports
• Supports Intel® QuickAssist Technology
• Supports Intel® Data Plane Development Kit (Intel® DPDK)
• Suitable for VPN, network bandwidth controller, firewall and UTM
applications

Laser sensors from Micro-Epsilon offer high precision in continuous
operation when measuring displacement, distance and thickness on
numerous surfaces. Their web interface provides ease of use. Compact
sensors from Micro-Epsilon are used in automation, production control
and test bench. Please refer to the new Micro-Epsilon catalog for more
information and application examples about the variety of models to
overcome any challenge.

Axiomtek co., Ltd.
Mr. Wen Wang - +886-2-8646-2111
www.axiomtek.com • wen@axiomtek.com.tw

Micro-Epsilon Messtechnik GmbH & Co.KG
D - 94496 Ortenburg / Germany
info@micro-epsilon.com • www.micro-epsilon.com

54581 at www.ien.eu

54504 at www.ien.eu

Wide variety of steel strip springs
and applications
Ming Tai Industrial Co., manufactures steel strip springs, including
constant force springs, constant torque springs, power springs and
pre-stressed power springs. All steel strip springs can be used in
wide variety of industrial product, which power human life beyond
imagination. Steel strip springs can be designed for many different
specific applications, welcome to consult with a Ming-Tai engineer
early in the design phase to meet your need.

For Advertising Info
Please contact:

Link: http://www.powerspring.com.tw/images/mingtai.pdf

Ming Tai Industrial Co., Ltd
Taipei / Taiwan
mtis@powerspring.com.tw • www.powerspring.com.tw

TIMGlobal Media Srl
Tel: +39 (0) 2 7030631
info@tim-europe.com

54903 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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SPS ICP Drives Italy

Orange for companies advertising in this issue

22-24
Parma
www.spsitalia.it
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Kontron Embedded Computer 27

acceed

25

L

Labfacility

27

Accurate Technologies

12

Lumasense Technologies

12

ACE Stoßdämpfer

22

JUNE

ACS-Control System

15

Massivit 3D Printing
Technologies

11

Automotive Testing
Expo

Amazon Filters

25

Ami

21

Analog Devices

20

AstroNova

16

Axiomtek
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Brady

26

D

Delta EMEA Electronics

26

Dimetix

16

Dr. Fritz Faulhaber

20

E Instruments

25

E+E Elektronik

26

Fischer Connectors

20

FLIR Systems Trading
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G

Getriebebau NORD

26

H

Hannay Reels

19

Henkel

26

Honeywell Process Solutions

14

Ideal Power

20

IDT Integrated
Device Technology

15

IMC SERVICE
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ABB Automation

M

Micro-Epsilon Messtechnik 17, 23, 29
Microprecision Electronics
Ming Tai Industrial
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P

R

S

Omega Engineering

25
11, 29
1

OMRON

18

Panasonic Industry

21

Pasternack Enterprises

27

Peli Products

27

Pressure-Sensor.com

15

Procentec

27

RECOM Power

21

Reelcraft Industries

28

Renesas Electronics

10

Resolve Optics

11, 28

SCHURTER

17, 27

05-07
Stuttgart
www.testing-expo.com/europe

ACHEMA

11-15
Frankfurt
www.achema.de

CeBIT

11-15
Hannover
www.cebit.de

automatica

19-22
Munich
www.automatica-munich.com

Intersolar Europe
20-22
Munich
www.intersolar.de

ees Europe

Sensirion

16

Sensor Technology

28

20-22
Munich
www.ees-europe.com

SmarAct

14

Sensor+Test

Status Instruments

16

TE Connectivity

21

15

Titan Enterprises

28

imc Test & Measurement

14

trinamiX

12

InfraTec

14

Unitronics

24

Ion Science

16

J.D. Neuhaus
JUMO

9, 26
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U

Universal Robots

V

Variohm EuroSensor
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26-28
Nuremberg
www.sensor-test.de

Note: Dates and descriptions of
events have been obtained from official
industrial sources. The publisher,
therefore, cannot be held responsible for
errors, changes or cancellations.
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OCTOBER 4, 2018 @ BluePoint Brussels
Come and discover all the new Artificial Intelligence developments

MILITARY APPLICATIONS

TOURISM

FINANCE

TRANSPORTATION

ROBOTICS

AUTOMOTIVE

LOGISTICS

HEALTH

GAMING

RESEARCH

www.ai-convention.com
info@ai-convention.com
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